From David Archer, david@david-archer-maps.co.uk
If more than one lot is bought, and we can combine them in a single parcel, any
saving in carriage charges will be passed to the customer.
Where individual maps are listed, the Hellyer number from Map Cover Art is given if
possible, e.g. H 96.5. See final item of this list.
Where individual maps are offered, members can pick and mix between sections, as
long as the minimum order is £15.
Map series have an Hi number given from Roger Hellyer's Ordnance Survey smallscale maps : indexes 1801-1998, where full details of which sheets were issued can
be found. See end of this list.
SOVIET MILITARY TOWN PLANS of ENGLAND and SCOTLAND : 1:10,000
About six inches to one mile.
High quality, very detailed, fully coloured town plans, often bearing the inscription
SECRET.
Railways, industrial sites and key public buildings are shown in detail and are
highlighted by the clarity of the cartography and use of up to ten colours. The
standard detail expected on any town plan is present, with Cyrillic script used
throughout.
Sheet sizes vary but are frequently larger than 30″ by 40″, though some are smaller.
The date given is that of publication or reprint.
All prices include postage.
1. Dewsbury (1 of 2 sheets, town centre westwards), 1983, £16.
2. Dover, (1 sheet), 1974, £19.
3. Dunfermline, (1 sheet), £19.
4. Great Yarmouth, (1 sheet), 1972, £19.
5. St. Helens, Haydock and Prescot, (2 sheets), 1984, £26.
SOVIET MILITARY MAPS of EUROPE : 1:50,000
Coloured topographic maps of European cities, with Cyrillic script throughout. Flat
sheets in good condition.
The dates below are the latest on each sheet.
Belgrade
• L-34-113-r, 1971
• L-34-114-B, 1969
£12 the pair.

Berlin
• N-33-123-A, 1984
• N-33-123-B, 1984
• N-33-123-b, 1984
• N-33-123-r, 1984
• N-33-124-A, 1984
• N-33-124-B, 1984
£50 the six maps.
Bonn
• M-32-39-B, 1984
£12
Paris
• M-31-113-b, 1982
• M-31-113-r, 1982
£20 the pair.
Postage will be £3 an order.
Please ask about other Soviet maps that we might have at 1:50,000 and 1:100,000
scales.
IRELAND, ONE-INCH MAP, in colour, c1902-1908
Hi 24.A, folded in Ordnance Survey covers, coloured, with hachures, mostly paper,
with a few cloth backed. Overall above average condition, though some might
display foxing.
Originally issued in red or white Ordnance Survey covers, these maps have had red
Ordnance Survey of Ireland labels pasted on. A few have had the labels removed, or
partially removed, sometimes leaving a red stain.
The first two sheets ordered are £5 each, and £4 each thereafter. See minimum
order note above.
• Sheet offered : 3 & 9 part 15, 8, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 22 & 30, 23 part 31, 24,
25, 26, 28, 33, 35, 40 & 52, 41 & 53, 54 part 42, 70, 73 part 62, 76, 83, 84 part
83, 84 part 83 and 94 mounted together in home made covers, 93 part 103,
94, 95, 104 parts 103 113, 105 part 114, 124, 154, 163, 173, 174, 178 & 189,
182 & 190, 183, 184.
We also have a stock of this series as flat sheets. Please ask for specific sheets.
https://www.charlesclosesociety.org/files/IR_63_col.pdf

IRELAND, ONE-INCH MAP, Second Edition, 1899-1902
Modern facsimile reprints.
Hi 23.2, flat sheets, black and white with contours.
36 sheets generally in nice clean condition. A few have a 5mm brown line at the
edge of the top margin where a hanging strip has been removed.
• Sheets 17, 32, 42, 43, 44, 53, 55, 56, 62, 68, 73, 74, 79, 83, 85, 88, 92-94, 95,
98, 99 marginal annotation, 103-110, 113-116 115 has a few red dots, 124.
36 sheets, £40 including carriage.
https://www.charlesclosesociety.org/files/IR_63_23.pdf
IRELAND, ONE-INCH MAP, Third Edition, 1909-1917
Modern facsimile reprints.
Hi 25.1, flat sheets, black and white with contours.
47 sheets, generally in nice clean condition. A few have a 5mm brown line at the
edge of the top margin where a hanging strip has been removed.
• Sheets 3-5, 9-11, 15, 16, 22-24, 30, 31, 101, 125, 133, 134, 139, 142, 152-154,
160, 161, 166 neat light annotation, 169-172, 176, 177, 179-181, 183, 184,
187, 189, 192, 196-200, 203-205 with 205 dusty.
47 sheets, £50 including carriage.
https://www.charlesclosesociety.org/files/IR_63_23.pdf
REVISED NEW SERIES, in colour
Covering England and Wales, these maps were published between 1897 and 1904.
All maps are folded in red or white Ordnance Survey covers, H3.2.
RNS, group 1
Hi 5.1, good condition, possibly with minor faults such as dusty fold edges, minor
tears, but mostly foxing on some sheets.
• Sheets 50, 54 55, 59, 68, 86, 98, 99, 111, 163, 274 etc, 322 336, 324 338, 349
355, 350 356.
£7 each for 1-5 sheets, £6 each for subsequent sheets, carriage paid. See minimum
order note above.
RNS, group 2
Hi 5.1, clean, but with more wear and similar faults to maps in Group 1, sometimes
with a cover detached but present, and small annotations.
• Sheets 41, 51, 52, 53, 66 67, 98, 111, 163, 198, 278 294, 335 346, 337
boundary and roads neatly marked, 348, 349 355, 350 356, 351 358, 352 359.
£5 each for 1-5 sheets, £4 each for subsequent sheets, carriage paid. See minimum
order note above.

THIRD EDITION, SMALL SHEET SERIES, in colour
An incomplete series covering England and Wales, these maps were published
between 1903 and 1907.
All maps are folded in red or white Ordnance Survey covers, H3.2.
Third Edition, group 1
Hi 7.1, good condition, possibly with minor faults such as dusty fold edges, minor
tears, with foxing on some sheets.
• Sheets 94 106, 119, 120, 204, 218, 221, 233, 234, 239, 240, 254, 255, 256,
257, 266, 268 H3.1, 271, 281, 285, 286, 288, 302, 303, 315, 318 333, 319 334,
320, 329 343, 330.
£7 each for 1-5 sheets, £6 each for subsequent sheets, carriage paid. See minimum
order note above.
Third Edition, group 2
Hi 7.1, clean, but with more wear and similar faults to maps in Group 1, sometimes
with a cover detached but present, and small annotations.
• Sheets 94 106, 234, 236, 255, 266, 268, 270, 272, 273 etc, 286, 315, 329 343,
330 H3.1, 344 etc.
£5 each for 1-5 sheets, £4 each for subsequent sheets, carriage paid. See minimum
order note above.
CLASSIC ORDNANCE SURVEY BOOKS
Catalogue of maps and other publications of the Ordnance Survey. 78pp 10 index
diagrams.
• Good clean copy. 1924. £18
The early years of the Ordnance Survey. Colonel Sir Charles Close. 157pp illus.
Reprinted from the Royal Engineers Journal.
• Published 1926. £30
• Another copy. Reprinted around 1946. Good, with slightly chipped
dustwrapper (map on reverse showing Roy's birthplace). £18
• Another copy. Reprinted around 1946. Lacks dustwrapper. Good clean
condition. £15
Field astronomy. 158 pages 17 plates 4 star charts on waterproof paper in pocket.
• Good clean copy. 1932. £20
Geographical by-ways, and some other geographical essays. Col. Sir Charles ArdenClose. vi 179pp
• Published 1947. £14

The Greenwich meridian. Ordnance Survey. 48pp illus.
• Bright copy. 1984. £10
• Another copy. 2nd edition, 1989. Bright copy. £10
A History of the Ordnance Survey. Edited by W.A. Seymour. A scholarly history, with
sections written by leading authorities of the day. A standard reference work. 394pp
27 plates.
• Good clean copy, in chipped dustwrapper with neat sellotape repairs. £25
A key to maps. H.S.L. Winterbotham. 208 pages 9 plates. 1936. Lacking
dustwrapper.
• Good copy. £8
Map making in the Tower of London : Ordnance Survey’s early years. A well
illustrated exhibition catalogue with very informative text by Yolande Hodson. 48pp.
• New copy. 1991. £6
The measurement of the Ridge Way and Caithness bases, 1951-1952. Major M.H.
Cobb. iv 38 pages illus. Ordnance Survey Professional papers, New series No.18.
• Nice bright copy. 1954. £10
The National Plans (the ten-foot, five-foot, twenty-five-inch and six-inch scales).
Brigadier H. St.J.L. Winterbotham. (OS Professional Paper, New Series No. 16).
112pp 21 plates. Contains a useful 14 page chronology of the OS. Ordnance Survey.
• Internally good, covers slightly dusty, with edges slightly scuffed. 1934. £15
• Another copy. Front cover slightly dusty, and first few pages slightly clipped in
lower right corner. £15
• Another copy. Reprinted 1950. Very bright copy. £20
• Another copy. Reprinted 1950. Covers detached and spine rubbed. Internally
good. £10
The Old Series Ordnance Survey maps of England and Wales.
Introduction by J.B. Harley and Yolande O'Donoghue. Superb reproductions of early
states of the first Ordnance Survey maps, with an introductory essay and
cartobibliography.
• Volume 2.
Devon, Cornwall & West Somerset. 1977, xliv, 66 pages of maps. Internally
excellent, in bright dustwrapper.
o With dustwrapper, £28
o Another copy. Internally excellent in very slightly scuffed covers. No
dustwrapper. £22

• Volume 3.
Hampshire and the Isle of Wight and parts of Berkshire, Dorset, Somerset,
Surrey, Sussex and Wiltshire. 1981, liv, 80 pages of maps.
o Internally excellent, cartobibliography neatly annotated in pencil by
previous owner. £18
Ordnance Survey maps : a descriptive manual. J.B. Harley. 200pp 40 plates illus.
bibliog. All large and small scale maps available in 1975 are described. A wealth of
historical and technical information. A standard reference work.
• Page edges of closed book are discoloured, not visible on open pages. Thus,
cover and internally excellent.1975. £14
An outline of the history and revision of 25-inch Ordnance Survey plans. Captain
J.C.T. Willis. 18 pages 9 plates.
• Good clean copy with slightly scuffed and faded cover. 1932. Reprinted 1950.
£14
Projection tables for the Transverse Mercator Projection of Great Britain. 80 pages
• Good clean copy in slightly dusty cover. 1950, reprinted 1967. £12
Projections and origins : collected writings of Brian Adams. Edited by Roger Hellyer
and Chris Higley. iv 116 pages illus.
• As new. 2006. £7
Report of the Departmental Committee appointed ...to inquire into the pay and
classification of the Ordnance Survey staff. Cd. 5825 28pp, Minutes of Evidence.
214pp.
• Disbound from annual volume, hence no covers. Nice condition. 1911. £40
Report of the Inter-departmental Committee on Survey Staffs. 21 pages
• Clean with scruffy but sound covers. Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries
(Ordnance Survey). 1950. £10
Survey computations to be used in conjunction with the Text Book of
topographical surveying (third edition). ix 144 pages illus.
• Good, with scuffed covers. Second Edition, 1932. Pocket contains : Geodetic
tables for the Clarke 1858 figure in feet for latitudes 0º to 70º. £18
Text book of topographical and geographical surveying. Col. Sir Charles Close,
revised by Captain E.W. Cox. 2nd ed. v 412pp 42 plates illus. Star charts in pocket.
• This edition contains the only known example of the experimental Lake
District map. Nice bright copy. 1913. £19

Text book of topographical and geographical surveying. Edited by Col. Sir Charles
Close and Col. H.St.J.L. Winterbotham. 3rd ed. iv 366pp 30 plates illus. Star charts in
pocket.
• Clean copy with slightly scuffed spine. 1925. £15
• Another copy – Well used in scruffy covers. £10
The woodlands and marshlands of England. H.A. Wilcox . 55pp. With two 1:1M
coloured OS map, Hi 110.B.4.
• Good clean copy.1933. £16
Bundle of booklets :
• Ordnance Survey 1791-1991. Official bicentenary all colour brochure. 1991.
• Ordnance Survey : its history and work. Small booklet [1970s].
• The post-war programme of the Ordnance Survey of Great Britain. Major
General G. Cheetham. (From Empire Survey Review 1945)
• The Projection for Ordnance Survey maps and plans and the National
Reference System. 1951, reprinted.
• Tower of London, 26 June 1991. Six page, full colour brochure of the
Ordnance Survey Bi-Centenary event.
£12 the bundle
Also :
British Landscapes Through Maps. A series of illustrated booklets, each by a well
known authority, discussing the landscape shown on a single Ordnance Survey map.
Published by The Geographical Society in the 1960s and 1970s.
• Booklets 1-19, lacking numbers 3 and 18.
1. English Lake District, 2. Yorkshire Dales, 3. Lacking, 4. Chilterns, 5.
Snowdonia, 6. Merseyside, 7. Scarborough District, 8. Doncaster Area, 9.
Cornwall, 10. East Kent, 11. Oxford and Newbury Area, 12. Dartmoor, 13.
Strathpeffer and Inverness Area, 14. Norwich Area, 15. Loch Linnhe District,
16. Fishguard and Pembroke Area, 17. Worcester District, 18. Lacking, 19.
Potteries.
17 booklets in nice bright condition, £35 covers
MANOEUVRE MAPS
The covers are often grubby/dusty, but quite sound. No map is tatty.
Aldershot district manoeuvre map. One-inch to one mile.
Shows boundary of Aldershot Command, Government lands and Leasehold land on
which troops are permitted to manoeuvre …
• North sheet, 1905. Railways revised to April 1909. 6.09.
Clean map, folds starting to split, small route marked in black, in slightly dusty

•

•
•
•

cover. £6.
North sheet, 1905. Railways revised to July 1911. 7.11.
Good map in good, slightly grubby cover. Few small routes marked in black.
£10.
South sheet, 1905. Railways revised to October 1909. 10.09.
Good map, slightly browned folds, in good, used white cover. £12.
South sheet, 1905. Railways revised to August 1912. 8.12.
Good map, slightly browned folds in dusty/grubby white cover. £10.
Same publication details as above but map has an extra boundary shown,
extending south from Froxfield. Some roads marked in red or blue crayon,
presumably manoeuvre related. Good map and white cover. £12.

Manoeuvre map, Southern sheet, 1911. 2 miles to one inch.
Shows boundary of manoeuvre area, and areas out of bounds.
Huntingdon and Thetford in the north, Hertford and Luton in the south, Hadleigh in
the east, Bedford in the west.
• Map has been well used and is 'soft', with some folds splitting, but held by the
cloth backing, in grubby white cover. £10.
FIFTH RELIEF EDITION
All maps folded in covers (H23.1a or 1b), and usually cloth backed.
D=Dissected map.
Crest = Elaborate crest cover design, H20.
Group 1
Hi 11.1, maps in good bright, above average, clean condition, within good clean
covers, possibly with minor defects.
• Hindhead & District, south.
• Sheets 144 Crest with foxing to rear cover, 144 Crest rear cover corner
missing, 144 Crest neat repair to front cover, 146D.
£7 per map, carriage paid. See minimum order note above.
Group 2
Hi 11.1, maps in good clean condition with minor defects, within good clean covers,
possibly with minor defects.
• Hindhead & District, south.
• Hindhead & District, south, Crest, slightly chipped front cover edge and corner
crease.
• Sheets 143, 143 ER cypher, 144 scribble on front cover, 144 Crest, 145, 146.
£5 per map, carriage paid. See minimum order note above.

Group 3
Hi 11.1, lesser quality, but still essentially clean maps and covers, possibly with
minor defects to both.
• Sheets 143, 145, 145 Crest, rear cover detached.
£3 per map, carriage paid. See minimum order note above.
1WW MAPS OF FRANCE AND BELGIUM
When the British Expeditionary Force was sent to France in 1914, they took with
them small scale topographical maps, not trench maps. Whilst there, maps were
produced at various scales, 1:20,000, 1:40,000, 1:80,000, 1:100,000 and 1:250,000
to be used for different purposes.
All maps are coloured, cloth backed unless noted, and folded, with any cover details
stamped on the front.
All prices include carriage, but please see minimum order note above.
GSGS 2742 : 1:20,000 : France and Belgium
"B" Series
• 36B SE France. Edition 6. Good clean map, few small splits to folds. Cloth
backing coming away from cover surfaces. Ordnance Survey, 1916. £5.
GSGS 2743 : 1:40,000
• 57D Edition 1. Black grid and apha-numeric notation. Coloured roads. Slightly
scruffy, but sound. Ordnance Survey, 1916. £4.
France “B” series
• Bethune (Combined sheet) 36A SE, 36 SW, 36B NE, 36C NW. France. Second
Edition. 'Revised system of squaring' in red. Sound, slightly grubby, one fold
rubbed through. O.S.O. 1915. £5.
GSGS 2526 : France : 1:80,000
The 1:80,000 maps forming the series GSGS 2526 are the northern sheets of the
1:80,000 map of France, black and white, overprinted with longitudes from
Greenwich and guesstimate contours.
• 4 Saint-Omer. Good copy with slightly faded folds. Ordnance Survey 1911. £6.
• 7 Arras. Good clean copy. Ordnance Survey 1911. £6.
• 8 Lille. Used, sound copy, slightly dusty, with slightly chipped margins.
Ordnance Survey 1912. £4.
GSGS 2364 : France and Belgium : 1:100,000
• 5A Edition 2. Hazebrouck. Provisional Edition. Well used, two slightly grubby
side panels and covers. Ordnance Survey, 1916. £4.
• Sheets 5A and 13 mounted together. Well used, sound but grubby, sheet 5 :
Ordnance Survey 1916. £4.

• 6 Brussels. Quite sound with grubby folds and cloth lifting from front cover.
Ordnance Survey 1910, and 1916. £4.
• 7 Amiens, Well used, pinholes at fold intersections, cover foxed. War Office,
October 1915. Ordnance Survey 1916. £4.
• 8 Namur. Bright clean map. War Office, Dec. 1910. £5.
• --- Another copy. Grubby cover, pinholes at fold intersections. £4.
• --- Another copy. Very nice. Ordnance Survey 1910 and1912. £6.
• 11 Lens. Edition 2. Bright copy in good covers. Ordnance Survey 1916. £6.
• --- 11 Another copy. Paper folded, one corner dusty, good copy. Minor
corrections to detail made 27-10-16. £3.
• 13 Calais. Bright clean map. War Office, Nov. 1915. £6.
• --- Another copy. Nice clean map. Ordnance Survey 1917. £6.
GSGS 2733 : North West Europe : 1:250,000
• 1 North West Europe. Nice bright copy. War Office, Aug., 1914. Nice bright
copy, small marks in margin. £5.
• --- 1 Another copy. Good copy, slightly grubby cover. £5.
• 1 & pt of 4 North West Europe. Nice bright copy. War Office, Feb., 1915.
Revised Edition. £6.
OUR PUBLICATIONS
Buy one and get any of the others at half our website price. Highest priced will be
full price. This offer includes Map cover art.
https://david-archer-maps.co.uk/our-publications/
1. Catalogue of maps and other publications of the Ordnance Survey,
1924.
2. History in the Ordnance map : an introduction for Irish readers, by J.H.
Andrews. Second edition.
3. Indexes to the 1/2500 and 6-inch scale maps : England and Wales.
4. Indexes to the 1/2500 and 6-inch scale maps : Scotland.
5. Ordnance Survey small-scale maps : indexes 1801-1998 by Roger
Hellyer.
6. A résumé of the publications of the Ordnance and Geological Surveys
of England and Wales…September 1909. Edward Stanford.
And
7. Map cover art : a pictorial history of Ordnance Survey cover
illustrations, by John Paddy Browne.
https://david-archer-maps.co.uk/ordnance-survey-books/

